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ABSTRACT

Aerosol particles are ubiquitous in the atmosphere and have consequences for the
climate, environment, and human health. To gain a better understanding of aerosol
particles, the morphology and surface properties are investigated in two separate projects.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) coupled with energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) are used to determine the structure and composition of sea salt
particles, which play an important role in the marine boundary layer. In a separate
project, an Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) instrument with temperature programmed
desorption (TPD) capabilities is used to gain a better understanding of adsorbateadsorbate and adsorbate-substrate interactions on atmospherically relevant substrates. To
improve sensitivity to the desorption of water, a Feulner cap was designed and placed
over the ionization volume of the mass spectrometer. By performing laboratory studies
on the morphology and surfaces of aerosol particles, better parameters for climate models
can be developed. Minimizing discrepancies between satellite retrievals and climate
models will allow future changes to the climate to be predicted more accurately.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Aerosol Particles

Atmospheric aerosol particles, which are ubiquitous in the atmosphere, have
critical consequences for climate, environment, and health. Aerosol particles play a
direct role in Earth’s radiation budget by scattering and absorbing incoming solar and
emitted terrestrial radiation. Reactions can also take place at the surface of aerosol
particles therefore affecting concentrations of trace gases such as NOx, O3, and OH.
Particles also have an indirect effect by having the potential to act as cloud condensation
nuclei (CCN) affecting the microphysical properties of clouds. An increase in the
number of aerosol particles results in both an increase in the number of droplets and
decrease in droplet size in clouds. Not only does this increase the reflectivity of the
cloud, but the lifetime of the cloud is extended since smaller droplets are less likely to
precipitate.1, 2 Epidemiological studies have also shown that fine particulate matter is
correlated with severe health effects such as enhanced mortality, cardiovascular, and
respiratory diseases.3, 4 Despite these wide-range of effects, aerosol particles remain the
most poorly understood components of the atmosphere as shown in the assessment report
released by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).5
1.2 Sea Salt Aerosol Particles
Sea salt aerosol particles, which largely contain NaCl, are an important particle
type due to their ubiquity and their reactivity in the atmosphere. With an estimated
production rate of 1,000-10,000 Tg per year, sea-salt aerosols are the largest emission by
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mass.6 These particles are hygroscopic and can potentially act as CCN in the atmosphere.
The reactions of sea salt particles can also release chlorine atoms which can catalytically
destroy ozone.

Concentrations of reactive mercury, sulfur compounds, and other

constituents in the atmosphere can be affected as well through the heterogeneous
chemistry of sea salt aerosols.7, 8, 9
Sea salt aerosols are generated by breaking waves on ocean surfaces by a process
known as bubble bursting.10 When waves break, roughly 50% of the energy is released
by entraining air in the water, which creates bubbles that rise and burst at the water
surface.11 Particles with diameters from 5 to 300 nm are released by this mechanism.12
The release of sea salt is also dependent on wind-speed as white caps begin to appear
around 3 m/s. Despite their importance and abundance in the atmosphere, sea salt
aerosols are still poorly quantified.

Comparing various chemical transport models

(CTMs), calculated sea salt emissions have the largest inter-model differences among all
types of aerosols.13 Laboratory, coastal, and open ocean measurements are used as a
basis for CTMs to determine the flux of sea salt aerosols and its dependence on wind
speed. The results from these studies vary leading to a discrepancy in the determined
concentration of sea salt aerosols. Many model parameterizations also assume emissions
are directly proportional to whitecap coverage and a constant wind speed of roughly 3
m/s.14 Therefore, small changes in wind speed can lead to large variations in predicted
emissions of sea salt particles. Measurements near the coast can be influenced by local
surf conditions therefore the measurements may not be indicative of concentrations in the
open ocean.15

The many chemical species found in seawater present additional

complexities to modeling sea salt aerosol particles and their emissions into the
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atmosphere. It is therefore necessary that further laboratory studies are performed on sea
salt particles so the atmospheric burden of sea salt particles can be better evaluated.
While many laboratory studies use NaCl as a proxy for marine aerosol, sea water
consists of a complex mixture of inorganic and organic constituents with much of the
organic fraction coming from living organisms in the ocean. NaCl is the principle
inorganic component of seawater with smaller amounts of cations and anions such as
Mg2+, Ca2+, K+, SO42-, and Br-. The organic components in seawater primarily consist of
fatty acids such as palmitic, myristic, stearic, and lauric acid.16 As marine organisms die,
the hydrophobic cellular constituents rise to the surface of the ocean and float at the
ocean water/air interface with an estimated total mass flux of about 200 Tg C/yr.17 The
organic mass fraction in marine aerosols is estimated to be 10 wt.% but could be as high
as 60 wt.% in areas of the ocean with high biological activity.18,19 As a sea salt aerosol is
released, it is comprised of the many components of ocean water. Due to their ubiquity at
various altitudes in the troposphere, sea salt aerosols can exist both as aqueous or solid
particles.
The morphology and surface properties of sea salt aerosol particles are
investigated in two separate projects.

Transmission electron microscopy is used to

determine the shape of laboratory proxies for sea salt aerosol particles. Individual salts
are first studied and binary mixtures are then investigated to determine how composition
affects overall structure. A separate project involves using a mass spectrometer in a
UHV system to perform temperature programmed desorption spectroscopy (TPDS) on
NaCl surfaces.

The purpose of this study is to determine the energetics of water

desorption from the surface.
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Chapter 2
Morphology of Sea Salt Aerosols using TEM/EDS
2.1 Morphology of Sea Salt Aerosols
Sea salt particles are chemically and physically processed in the atmosphere once
ejected from the ocean surface. Sea salt aerosols are hygroscopic but still undergo
deliquescence and efflorescence phase changes depending on the relative humidity
(Figure 1). The deliquescence relative humidity (DRH) is the point at which a particle
spontaneously uptakes water. The efflorescence relative humidity (ERH) is the point at
which a particle loses all of its water to form a crystal. As aerosol particles travel into the
atmosphere and are exposed to drier air masses, they can exist in their effloresced form.

Increasing RH
Liquid Water Content

Decreasing RH
efflorescence

deliquescence

Relative Humidity (%)

Figure 1. An example plot of deliquescence and efflorescence as
a function of relative humidity.

Sea salt aerosols are a mixture of salts and we are interested how the ERH of one
component in an aerosol particle will influence the structure of an internally mixed
particle to obtain a better understanding of the internal structure or morphology of an
aerosol particle. One study of 80-100 µm droplets containing salts relevant to seawater
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demonstrated that the components crystallized sequentially at different relative
humidities.20

While

there

have

been

a

number

of

studies

on

particle

morphology,21,22,23,24,25,26 the morphology of an aerosol particle remains poorly
understood and no studies of particle morphology have focused on sea salt aerosols. The
morphology of a particle can have many consequences for the optical properties, cloud
formation, ice nucleation, and heterogeneous chemistry of the particle in the atmosphere.
2.2 Experimental
To investigate the effect of how the efflorescence of one component in a particle
will affect the morphology of the internally mixed particles, we have focused on cubic
salts including NaCl, NaBr, and NaI. NaCl and NaBr were investigated as they are two
components of sea salt with a Cl:Br mole ratio of approximately 650:1 in seawater.27
While NaI is not atmospherically relevant, this salt was used for its different crystal
lattice spacing. These cubic salts have measured efflorescence values of 46 ± 2% (NaCl)
, 22 ± 1% (NaBr) , and 10 ± 1% (NaI) using scanning transmission X-ray microscopy
(STXM) and near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS).28
Single-component systems were first analyzed to determine the initial structure of
each salt. These salts were then combined to have a binary component system (i.e. NaCl
and NaBr) and the morphology was investigated at varying ratios of each salt in solution.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is used to determine the morphology of the
single salts and binary salt systems. The interaction of the sample with the electrons is
used to form the image. Areas that appear dark in the image will correspond to a particle
as less light is transmitted. Particles comprised of multiple components will have varying
amounts of contrast which can be evidence for phase-separation in the particle.
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A

B

C

Figure 2: TEM images of (a) NaCl, (b) NaBr, and (c) NaI with the inset as the SAED patterns.

As the electrons interact with the sample, the particles can also undergo damage
by the electron beam.

Each compound damages differently providing qualitative

information on the composition of a specific particle.

Energy dispersive X-ray

Spectroscopy (EDS) is used to confirm the spatially-resolved elemental composition of
particles and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) is used for the examination of the
crystalline structure. Particles were produced from an aqueous solution and using a
constant output atomizer. They were subsequently dried using a diffusion drier and
impacted onto continuous carbon coated copper grids for analysis with TEM.
TEM images of NaCl, NaBr, and NaI are shown along with the accompanying
SAED patterns (Figure 2).

As seen from diffraction patterns, the NaCl particles are

single crystals, while NaBr and NaI are polycrystalline. The NaCl diffraction pattern
consists of a single lattice whereas NaBr and NaI are composed of many different lattices
superimposed on each other.
2.3 NaCl and NaBr System
When internally mixed particles containing NaCl and NaBr are imaged, we
observe that the particles are phase separated as indicated by both the damaging behavior
of NaCl and NaBr as well as the difference in contrast between the different components
of the particle (Figure 3). As NaCl is damaged, small bubbles appear on the outer edge
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of the particle and the particle becomes white in appearance from the exterior to the
interior of the particle. NaBr also damages similarly but lacks the bubbles that appear on
the NaCl. The shape of NaBr is affected at all concentrations with a more rod-like
structure at higher concentrations of NaBr.
25:75

50:50

75:25

Figure 3: TEM images of binary mixtures of NaCl and NaBr. The inset of the 50:50 mixture
image is the SAED pattern.

We have verified that the particles phase separate using EDS to obtain the
elemental composition at specific locations on the particles (Figure 4). The particles of
interest in this study are phase separated and have a significant contrast in the image
allowing us to differentiate between the different components. The electron beam is
focused and reduced in size to about 100 nm and used to analyze the different
components of the particle. From these spectra, we observe enhancement of Cl on one
side of the particle and enhancement of Br on the other side of the particle; indicating that
the NaCl and NaBr have phase separated, although the phase separation may not be
complete. Examining the morphology of the mixed 50:50 system, both components
(Figure 3) are similar in shape to NaCl with a square or rectangular-like shape rather than
more spherical like pure NaBr. SAED images indicate that both the NaBr and NaCl
components of the particle are single crystals. The d-spacings observed in the diffraction
pattern are determined using the equation,
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Equation 1
where R is the measured distance between the two diffraction spots and L is a
constant related to the distance between the camera to the sample.29
The values we obtained for the lattice spacings of NaCl and NaBr were 5.601 and
5.948 Å, respectively. These values correlate well with the accepted lattice spacings of
NaCl and NaBr which are 5.627 and 5.95 Å, respectively.30

B
A

Figure 4. EDS spectrum of a NaCl:NaBr 50:50 particle. The
side of the particle, A, is enhanced with Br while the other side
of the particle, B, is enhanced with Cl.

The results we obtained suggest that the crystallization of NaCl provides a
template for NaBr crystallization. The ERH of NaCl is 46% RH and the ERH of NaBr is
22% RH. Therefore, as the aqueous aerosol is dried, NaCl crystallizes prior to NaBr. As
NaCl dries, it undergoes homogenous nucleation to form a single crystal as shown in Fig
2a. However, NaBr is likely to form a nucleus in a heterogeneous process due to the
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presence of NaCl. A heterogeneous nucleation process is favored as the NaCl provides a
surface for the NaBr to nucleate; which lowers the barrier for this process to occur. NaCl
influences the structure of NaBr at all concentrations studied (10-90% NaCl) allowing it
to form a single-crystal. At the lowest concentrations of NaCl, NaBr adopts either a rodlike or square morphology.

2.4 NaCl and NaI System
When internally mixed particles containing NaCl and NaI are imaged, we observe
phase separation, in which the NaI forms a shell around a cubic NaCl core (Figure 5).
Similar morphologies are observed at all ratios of NaCl to NaI.
25:75

50:50

75:25

Figure 5: TEM images of binary mixtures of NaCl and NaI. The inset to the 50:50 image is the
SAED pattern.

Unlike the NaCl/NaBr particles, the NaI shell of the particle does not appear to
be a single-crystal.

Phase separation was verified using EDS to obtain elemental

composition at various locations on the particles. The spectra show enhancement of I on
the outside of the particle and enhancement of Cl at the center of the particle, which is
indicative of phase separation. While the majority of NaCl seems to be at the core of the
particle based on EDS and the morphology, it is unclear if any NaCl is located at the shell
of the particle as well. SAED images show both a single-crystal and polycrystalline
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component as seen in the inset to the 50:50 mixture in Figure 5. The SAED image
demonstrates that the NaCl had no effect on the crystallization of NaI with both single
and polycrystalline diffraction patterns present. The calculated lattice spacings for NaCl
and NaI were 5.64 and 6.46 Å, respectively.

These values correlate well with the

accepted lattice spacings of NaCl and NaI which are 5.627 and 6.462 Å, respectively.30
These results suggest that the crystallization of NaCl (46% ERH) does not guide the
crystallization for NaI (10% ERH).

A reason for this is a mismatch in lattice spacings.

NaI has a lattice spacing of 6.462 Å, much further from the lattice spacing of NaCl (5.627
Å) with a difference of 0.835 Å. The NaCl/NaBr system however has only a lattice
difference of 0.323 Å; therefore, NaCl is able to guide the crystallization of NaBr.
Although heterogeneous nucleation will be energetically favored over homogenous
nucleation in the NaCl/NaI system, there remains a poor match in lattice spacings.
Therefore, NaCl is not able to act as a template for the formation of NaI due to these
discrepancies in lattice spacings.
2.5 Effect of surfactant on crystallization
We have also investigated the effect of surfactant on crystal growth using sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS). Since fatty acids are ubiquitous at the ocean surface, they are
incorporated into the aerosol particle during bubble-bursting.

While SDS is not

atmospherically relevant, it serves as a proxy for fatty acids found in the ocean and has
been well-characterized and used in many studies.31,32,33 We are interested how the
incorporation of surfactants will affect the crystallization during efflorescence. Many
studies have shown the incorporation of surfactant to have a variety of effects including
the inhibition of water and gas-phase reactants from the gas phase into the particles.34,35
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A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 6. TEM images of (A) NaCl, (B) NaBr, (C) NaCl:NaBr
50:50, (D) NaCl + 1% SDS, (E) NaBr + 1% SDS, and (F)
NaCl:NaBr 50:50 + 1% SDS.

We have investigated the effect of surfactant on NaCl, NaBr, and mixed particles.
SDS was used as a proxy for soluble surfactants found in the ocean and was used at
concentrations of 1 wt.%. The original structure of NaCl (Fig. 6a) is a cubic crystal with
well-defined corners and edges. However, upon exposure to surfactant, the particles have
a significantly different morphology with a general rounding of the particle edges. On
some NaCl particles, the morphology is nearly spherical while on others, a well-defined
corner is missing (Fig. 6d).

Since NaBr is polycrystalline (Fig 6b), the effect of

surfactant is less noticeable. However, particles with a more pronounced effect from the
surfactant had a near-spherical morphology (Fig. 6e).
The effect of surfactant on the crystallization of internally mixed particles of NaCl
and NaBr was also investigated for 50:50 mixtures of NaCl:NaBr. Compared to the
unperturbed system, the addition of surfactant yielded a variety of morphologies. As
shown in Fig. 6c, the NaCl and NaBr portions of the particle are well-defined with sharp
contrast and corners.

However, the effect of surfactant seems to disrupt the

crystallization with the NaBr portion of the particle being significantly reduced or
seemingly absent (Fig. 6f). The overall particle also adopts a more rounded morphology
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with no well-defined edges on any of the particles imaged. Aggregation of particles was
also observed to increase due to the presence of surfactant.
The results suggest that surfactants can significantly affect crystallization. The
amount of surfactant used in this study (1 wt.%) was much less than the amount of
organic occurring over oceans which ranges from 10-60 wt% demonstrating that only a
small amount of organic compound is needed to observe these effects. Several studies
have also shown with NO and NO2 on a BaO surface and CO on MgO (001) that there is
a general preference for adsorption at corner-sites. 36,37

Therefore, we can hypothesize

that the organic molecules have a preferred adsorption at corner-sites.
2.6 Atmospheric Implications
Because particle morphology can impact heterogeneous chemistry, optical
properties, water uptake, and ice nucleation; our results may have significant implications
for atmospheric chemistry. The NaCl/NaBr system illustrates how in a multi-component
particle the efflorescence of one component can influence the other components in a
particle. Due to the match in lattice spacings, the particle has a morphology in which
both the Cl and Br are accessible at the interface of the particle. Because both Cl and Br
are accessible, both can readily participate in heterogeneous chemistry in the troposphere.
In contrast, the NaCl and NaI system adopts a different structure due to the mismatch in
lattice spacings. With a core-shell morphology, the coating of I must be chemically
processed or diffused through before the Cl is exposed to atmospheric reactants and/or
water.

While the concentrations of NaBr and NaI used in this study are not

atmospherically relevant, these results suggest the importance of lattice match in
determining the resultant morphology of internally mixed particles composed of different
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soluble inorganic components. Salts that effloresce in the atmosphere and have a cubic
structure can be influenced by other salts if the lattice values are close in value. Salts that
do not have a cubic structure such as ammonium sulfate, will also be much more
complicated as the compound has multiple lattice constants.

When comparing two

different salts with multiple lattice constants (a,b, and c), if ab match and ac do not, then
the salts may have a preferred orientation for growth.

Therefore, even if one lattice

constant does match with a salt, the other two lattice constants may not which could
inhibit one salt from influencing another.
The experiments with SDS suggest that surface active organics significantly alter
crystal growth. While SDS is not atmospherically relevant, it serves as a proxy for
soluble surfactants which are ubiquitous at the ocean-air interface. The surfactant has
critical effects on the morphology of the individual and mixed salt systems with particles
having a more rounded morphology.

It has been shown in numerous studies that

surfactants can affect heterogeneous chemistry.32,

38, 39, 40

A minor effect of these results

is that it may also have implications for optical properties as the shape of the particle will
have consequences for the interaction with incoming radiation.41 Since satellites use
optical properties to determine information such as the concentration of particles in the
atmosphere, uncertainty in the morphology of the particle will inhibit accurate
measurement of aerosol particle concentration. Through knowledge of particle
morphology, better parameterizations for satellite retrievals and models can be developed
allowing for more accurate determination of the atmospheric burden of aerosol particles.
Future experiments involve working with magnesium chloride. MgCl2 is also
found in the oceans but unlike the salts previously studied, it does not effloresce. Binary
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mixtures of NaCl and MgCl2 will be investigated at varying ratios to determine the
morphology at varying concentrations. SAED will also be used on mixed salt and SDS
systems to confirm disruption of crystal growth.
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Chapter 3
Temperature Programmed Desorption
3.1 Surface Properties of Aerosol Particles and Ice Nucleation
Cirrus (ice) clouds cover approximately 20-35% of the globe and almost 50% of
the tropics therefore having potentially a large influence on the radiation budget.42,

43, 44

Cirrus clouds play an important role in the atmosphere by influencing water transport
between the troposphere and lower stratosphere. They are also optically thin, allowing
incoming radiation to enter and absorbing infrared radiation rising from the surface of
earth causing a net warming effect.
Ice nucleation can either occur through homogenous freezing of liquid solution
droplets or through heterogeneous freezing involving a particle nucleus. Homogenous
freezing occurs typically at temperatures at or below -35 to -40 ⁰C while the onset of
heterogeneous freezing can occur at much warmer temperatures.45 A particle can act as
an ice nucleus by lowering the energy barrier to form ice. Zuberi et. al. found that the
freezing temperatures of dust in ammonium sulfate solutions was 10 ⁰C higher than
ammonium sulfate solutions with no dust. 46 There are many hypothetical pathways, or
modes, by which a particle can nucleate ice. One of these modes is known as deposition
mode nucleation, which involves the formation of ice directly onto a solid surface from a
supersaturated vapor environment.
While there have been many laboratory studies on ice nucleation,47,48,49 there have
been few studies on how the surface of a particle will affect its ice nucleating ability.
Heterogeneous ice nucleation is thought to occur at specific “active” sites on a nucleating
particle50, and water exposure, surface chemical reactions, and organic coatings can all
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affect how particles nucleate ice due to the surface structure of a particle changing.

The

adsorption of these substances to a surface can also have consequences for heterogeneous
chemistry in the atmosphere.

Depending on the strength of the adsorbate-substrate

interactions, the adsorption of compounds to the surface of particles can affect the
concentrations of that substance and hence the chemistry that occurs in the atmosphere.
A common constituent detected in the upper troposphere is ammonium sulfate.51,
52

Ammonium sulfate is a hygroscopic salt that has also been shown to be an efficient ice

nucleus in cirrus cloud particles.53 By understanding how the surface of a particle affects
ice nucleation, the formation and effects of cirrus clouds on our climate can be better
evaluated. Increasing our knowledge on the adsorption and desorption of water and
organic compounds from surfaces is also necessary to better understand gas-surface
interactions and hence the chemistry of the troposphere. Since the chemical reactivity of
ionic crystal surfaces can be altered by the presence of water, determining the energetics
of water on surfaces is important for understanding these chemical processes.54
We have studied sodium chloride single crystals which serve as a proxy for tropospheric
aerosols with soluble inorganic components. We have chosen sodium chloride since it is
a hygroscopic salt that has been well-studied in surface science systems and is
commercially available.
3.2 Experimental and Sample Preparation
The investigation of NaCl surfaces can be achieved using an Ultrahigh Vacuum
(UHV) chamber which offers a precisely controlled environment with in situ atomic force
microscopy (AFM), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and quadrupole
mass spectrometry (MS). The UHV instrument is comprised of three different sections
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separated by gate valves: the load-lock, the microscope chamber, and the preparation
chamber (Figure 7).

IRwindow

FTIR
MS
AFM

dosing
lines
prep-chamber

load-lock

getter
pump
sample
ion
pump

turbo
pump

roughing
pump

Figure 7. Schematic of the Ultra High Vacuum instrument.

Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) studies take place in the preparation
chamber which houses a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS; Residual Gas Analyzer
SRS 300). The preparation chamber is maintained by a roughing and turbo pump with a
base pressure of approximately 1 X 10-9 Torr, as monitored by an ionization gauge.
Tantalum springs

sample

shim
thermocouple

heating wires

Figure 8. Schematic of the sample mount.
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In a typical experiment, samples are first be prepared by cleaving NaCl (100) ex
situ using a razor blade. The thin sample is placed between a series of shims and held in
position by three Tantalum leaf springs (Figure 8). The sample holder also contains a
filament made of 0.006’’ tungsten wire. This filament allows us to apply up to 3.5A of
current to the sample to be radiatively heated to the desired temperature. The sample also
sits on a K-type thermocouple for the measurement of temperature. The heating of the
sample is controlled by a Heat2-Power Supply system (Precision and Vacuum
Technology). We have developed a LabView program that integrates the temperature
with the pressures obtained from the mass spectrometer.
To cool the sample, N2 gas (< 2 ppm moisture) was passed through a ¼ in. copper
coil immersed in liquid nitrogen. This coil is connected to the inlet of the preparation
chamber and allowed for rapid cooling of the sample.
The prepared sample is introduced into the chamber through the load lock and
passed through the instrument using a transform arm to the preparation chamber.
Connected to the preparation chamber are several leak valves for sample dosing via
chamber back-filling. Desorbing molecules from the sample are detected using the mass
spectrometer. The ionization volume of the mass spectrometer is enclosed in a homebuilt stainless steel Feulner cap (Figure 9).55
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set screws

Feulner cap
3.10’’
2.00’’

filament
anode grid
repeller

2 mm orifice

Figure 9. The schematic of the Feulner cap which houses the filament of the mass
spectrometer. The 2 mm orifice of the cap is placed close to the sample for the
detection of desorbing molecules.

The Feulner cap contains a small orifice (2 mm) placed close to the sample
surface to allow for desorbing molecules to reach the ionizer. This setup offers several
advantages. It effectively excludes substances desorbing from other components in the
chamber from reaching the ionizer therefore limiting detection to only the sample.
In a typical experiment, several background measurements are performed. The
sample is typically cooled to temperatures ranging from 90 to 100 K and heated to
roughly 300 K since no high temperature peaks are observed. The Feulner cap is
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retracted to allow water to easily adsorb to the sample. Exposure is measured in units of
Langmuir, where 1 Langmuir (1 L) = 10-6 Torr s. After dosing, the Feulner cap is then
brought close to the sample and the TPD spectra were recorded at a heating rate of 35
K/min (0.583 K/s). Systems that are investigated include: NaCl and water, calcite and
water, and graphite and water.
3.3 TPDS Data and Analysis Techniques
Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) is a useful tool to investigate the
bonding of adsorbates to surfaces. Temperature programmed desorption measures the
temperature dependence of the desorption process of an adsorbate on a surface.
Monitoring both temperature and pressure, a TPD spectra can be obtained from which
much information can be obtained. The technique can provide the activation energy for
desorption, the desorption mechanism, and information regarding adsorbate-adsorbate
interactions.
A typical desorption spectrum contains peaks or features that correspond to the
type of binding site to the surface. The area under the desorption spectrum is also the
coverage of the adsorbate on the surface. The temperature at peak-maximum and the
kinetic mechanisms of the desorption can be used to determine the activation barrier for
desorption, Edes, or the enthalpy of desorption (binding energy). If the activation energy
barrier for adsorption is assumed to be zero, the activation energy and binding energy can
be directly found from the TPD data.56
Desorption processes can occur through either zero, first, or second order kinetics.
The desorption mechanism in many cases can be determined by observing how the
temperature at peak maximum changes as coverage is increased. However, if there are
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strong attractive or repulsive interactions between the adsorbate molecules, then Edes is
dependent on coverage. If the activation energy decreases with coverage for a process
that is first-order, the temperature at peak maximum will decrease in temperature which
could be mistaken for a second order process.55 Therefore, the shape of the peak should
also be taken into consideration as well (Figure 10).
Zeroth order kinetics is typical of evaporation from multilayers of adsorbate on a
surface such as the desorption of Cu multilayers from Ru (0001).57 The temperature of
peak maximum increases as coverage increases and the peaks share a common leading
edge. Pseudo-zeroth order could also occur if there are strong attractive interactions
between the adsorbates.
First-order kinetics is most commonly observed and is characteristic for molecular
desorption such as CO desorption from Pd(100).58 The temperature of maximum
desorption occurs at the same temperature for each coverage. The shapes of the curves
are typically asymmetric with a steady slope up and a rapid fall after the peak maximum.
Second-order processes are observed when recombination processes occur
between atomic species such as hydrogen desorbing from Ni (100).59 The temperature of
maximum desorption decreases as coverage increases and peak shapes are typically
symmetrical. Pseudo-second order desorption can also occur if there are strong repulsive
adsorbate-adsorbate interactions.
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Figure 10: A summary of the kinetic mechanism information obtained from TPDS spectra.

The broadness of a peak can also provide information on the hydrophilicity of the
substrate. Grimm et al.60 studied the desorption of water from alkane thiol selfassembled monolayers (SAM) with both hydrophilic, hydrophobic, and mixed terminal
groups using TPDS. The study found that desorption from a pure carboxylic acidterminated surface produced broad peaks and desorption at higher temperatures due to
stronger interactions with the surface. In contrast, a methyl-terminated SAM produced
narrower peaks with desorption at much lower temperatures.
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To determine quantitative information such as the desorption rate, r, and the
activation energy for desorption, Edes, the spectra can be analyzed using the PolyaniWigner equation61,
( )
where,

(

( )

)

Equation 2

is the coverage in monolayers, t is time, n is the order of desorption, ν is

the pre-exponential/frequency factor, R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature.
There have been a variety of simplified analysis methods for TPDS developed
including Redhead analysis.62 This analysis assumes that desorption follows first order
kinetics and that Edes and ν are independent of surface coverage. With these assumptions,
such analysis yields,
Equation 3
where Tmax is the temperature at maximum desorption, β is the heating rate, and
ν1 is the frequency factor. The value for the second part of the brackets in Equation 3 is
smaller than the first term and is estimated to be 3.64 yielding61,
Equation 4
An approximate value for ν1 of 1013 s-1 is also chosen. There are several cases
where the assumption of first-order kinetics is not valid such as with porous particles as
well as if readsorption occurs. However, readsorption can be negligible under high
vacuum conditions.63 Redhead analysis is a good first approximation and has been used
widely in many studies regardless of the desorption order.
3.4 The Feulner cap
Before the implementation of the Feulner cap, the TPDS spectra had too many
peaks and irregularities. Since the entire chamber is backfilled with water vapor, other
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components in the chamber are exposed to water vapor. Therefore, when performing
TPDS, the mass spectrometer was detecting water desorbing from the sample mount and
other components in the chamber.
To increase the sensitivity to the desorption from the sample, an aluminum
Feulner cap was designed. Aluminum was chosen initially since it is easy to machine.
The aluminum Feulner cap was effective at limiting the amount of peaks and
irregularities in the spectra. However, there were no distinguishing features in the spectra
to indicate the desorption of water. Gases were also accumulating in the Feulner cap
which suggested that there was not enough conductance within the cap for the gases to be
pumped away.
To alleviate the issues experienced with the aluminum Feulner cap, the next cap
was designed using stainless steel which is more commonly found in vacuum systems.
The design was also modified to make the walls thinner to allow for higher conductance.
3.5 TPDS of water on NaCl
The first system of study was the adsorption of water on NaCl. The mass to
charge ratio (m/z) monitored in these experiments is 18 (H2O+). As shown in Figure 11,
desorption of low exposures (1 L) of water from NaCl is characterized by a sharp peak
centered at 156.15 ± 0.32 K and a broad peak at 180.99 ± 3.03 K. The presence of peak A
at low coverages suggests that the formation of the first monolayer is accompanied by the
formation of water clusters at step edges on the surface.
The low temperature peak (labeled A) does not shift with increasing dosage to 2 L
which is indicative of first-order desorption. The high temperature peak (labeled B)
shifts to higher temperatures as coverage increases which is suggestive of zeroth-order
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desorption. Since the weakest bonds desorb at lower temperatures, we expect peak A to
be a result of desorption of water primarily from water on the surface. Since peak B is
broader and desorbs at higher temperatures, we propose this peak is attributed to the
desorption of water from NaCl. We expect the electrostatic interactions between Na and
water to be stronger than water-water interactions.

156 K
(A)

135 K (C)

181 K
(B)

Figure 11: The thermal desorption spectra of low doses of water adsorbed on NaCl (100). The
sample was cooled to 90 K, dosed with water, and heated at a rate of 35 K/min.

At exposures greater than 1 L, a second low-temperature peak occurs at about 135
K (labeled C). This feature becomes more distinct with increasing coverage and slightly
shifts in temperature as temperature increases (Figure 12). At higher exposures (16 L)
feature C becomes a shoulder of peak A.
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Other studies have observed a similar peak and have attributed it to the transition
from amorphous solid water to crystalline ice. Since we are dosing at low temperatures
(~100 K), we are forming amorphous solid water (ASW) at the surface which undergoes
a transition to crystalline ice at approximately 135 K. 64 ,65 During this transition, the
vapor pressure changes and hence the desorption rate which causes a bump in the
spectrum. This transition has typically been observed between the temperatures of 130
and 160 K.66,67 Enguist et al.68 examined the desorption of D2O from mixed
alkanethiolate self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on gold with both hydrophilic and
hydrophobic properties. They found that the transition of D2O from amorphous to
crystalline depended on the functional groups present on the surface with a transition
temperature near 110 K for the hydrophobic (CH3) surface and 150 K for hydrophilic
(OH) surface. A previous study that analyzed both H2O and D2O on Pt(111) found only a
4 K difference in the peak maximum in the desorption spectrum.69
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158 K (A)
152 K (C)
221 K (B)

191 K (D)

Figure 12: The thermal desorption spectra of high doses of water adsorbed on NaCl (100). The
sample was cooled to 90 K, dosed with water, and heated at a rate of 35 K/min.

Quantitative analysis was performed for the low-coverage desorption traces
including peaks A and B. Redhead analysis was performed on the 1 L peaks yielding
42.96 ± 2.64 kJ/mol and 50.06 ± 4.05 kJ/mol for peaks A and B respectively.
If peak A is the desorption of multilayers, then it is slightly less than the literature
value for the sublimation of water ice which is of 50.95 kJ/mol.70 This discrepancy in
values is expected as the surface will influence the sublimation of ice. If peak B is a
result from the desorption of water from the surface of NaCl then our value does fall in
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between the reported binding energies of water to NaCl which range from 41.84 to 62.76
kJ/mol.71 ,72
Previous studies have shown that at submonolayer coverages, water primarily
interacts with Na+ at the surface. After about 0.5 ML, water-water interactions are
favored over water-surface bonds.73, 74 This can be seen in the 0.5 L trace in Figure 11
with two peaks present. To confirm our peak assignments, we will perform experiments
with coverages less than 0.5 L to more accurately determine the peak assignments.
To examine the evolution of the desorption features with increasing exposures,
dosages of 4, 8, and 16 L were also investigated (Figure 12). The maximum of peak A in
the desorption spectrum does not undergo significant shift in temperature with increasing
coverages; still exhibiting first-order desorption. Peak A dominates at the highest
coverages which is typical of multilayer desorption. Alternatively, peak B continues to
shift to higher temperatures with increasing coverage. Peak B is also comparatively
broad compared to the other peaks suggesting a large number of adsorption sites.75 Peak
B could be exhibiting properties of zeroth-order desorption or the activation energy for
desorption increases with coverage causing a shift in the temperature of maximum
desorption. At 8 L, a small feature appears between peaks A and B and becomes more
prominent at dosages of 16 L centered at approximately 191 K (labeled D). This feature
shifts to higher temperatures and becomes more pronounced with even higher dosages of
32 L (not shown). This feature is possibly due to desorption from water in a second
layer. Several studies have detected the presence of a strongly bound second layer in
their desorption spectra.75, 76 Another possible assignment to peak D is the transition
from cubic crystalline ice to hexagonal ice which occurs around 200 K.77, 78
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The low exposures of water were performed again on the same salt sample, which
had already undergone high exposures of water during the previous study. For low doses
(1 L), peak A was shifted to lower temperatures at 148.31 ± 0.13 K and peak B was
shifted to higher temperatures at 197.10 ± 1.84 K compared to Figure 11. It is possible
that the water adsorbing to the sample during the first day of study is etching the surface
which subsequently would affect the desorption features in the spectra. In a previous
study, Salmeron et al.79 has found that the adsorption of water caused significant changes
at the NaCl surface using atomic force microscopy. When NaCl was exposed to relative
humidities greater than 35%, the step edges were observed to move on the surface.
While these exposures were much higher than what we are dosing, this could offer an
explanation as to why the desorption features in the spectrum shift in temperature from
day to day after exposure to water. This behavior was also observed for another fresh salt
sample that was studied on two different days. The first day of study had similar values
to the features seen in Figure 11 and underwent similar shifts in temperature maximum
when studied on a separate day.
To explore this possibility, we coupled our TPDS experiments with our AFM. A
fresh salt sample was imaged and TPDS experiments were carried out in which low and
high exposures of water were performed. Images were taken between TPDs experiments
to examine the effects of water adsorbing and desorbing from the surface.
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Figure 13: AFM images of freshly cleaved NaCl, after exposure to 3 L of water, and after exposure to
23L of water respectively.

The freshly cleaved NaCl sample has well-defined step edges as expected (Figure
13). After exposures and desorption of 3 Langmuirs of water, we notice pitting on the
surface. After higher exposures of water (23 L), we notice a higher density of defects.
The increase in defects with exposures to water can possibly offer an explanation as to
why the peaks in the TPD spectrum shift to warmer temperatures sequentially over
several days of performing studies on the same sample. Water appears to be causing
more defects on the surface allowing stronger Na+ -water interactions.
3.6 Water on Calcite
To investigate a less hygroscopic surface, the adsorption of water to calcite was
studied under similar experimental conditions. Calcite is a common mineral found in the
environment and serves a proxy for minerals in the atmosphere. While it is not the best
proxy mineral since it is only a minor component by weight of airborne mineral dust80, it
is easy to work with in vacuum systems since it can be cleaved easily. Calcite was
exposed to water at roughly 90 K and heated at a rate of 35 K/min (Figure 14).
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142 K (A)
175 K (B)
125 K (C)

Figure 14. The thermal desorption spectra of low doses of water adsorbed onto calcite. The
sample was cooled to 90 K, dosed with water, and heated at a rate of 35 K/min.

At the lowest coverages, the desorption profile consists of a single broad peak
centered at approximately 175 K (labeled B). For coverages

1 L, the maximum

temperature does not change with coverage suggesting first-order desorption. However,
at 2 L, this peak shifts to 186.85 K and a new feature appears at 141.79 K (labeled A).
This peak is most likely due to multilayer desorption. As coverage increases, the
shoulder manifests itself into a well-defined peak that increases in temperature with
coverage. At 3 L, a new feature appears (labeled at C) at approximately 125 K. Similar
to the NaCl system, this is probably due to the transition of amorphous solid water to
crystalline ice.
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Redhead analysis of the 0.5 L and 1 L desorption profile for Peak B yields
desorption energies of 47.08 kJ/mol and 46.73 kJ/mol respectively. Previous studies
using atomistic simulation techniques found binding energies of about 92.2 kJ/mol for
water on calcite.81
Previous studies have shown that with water on calcite; strong adsorbate-substrate
interactions disrupt any hydrogen bonding of the first monolayer. Therefore, unlike the
NaCl system, calcite forms a complete monolayer of water before water-water
interactions begin. This is reflected in the TPDS spectra as there is only one peak for 1 L
and two peaks for the 2 L trace. 82

161 K (A)

217 K (B)
124 K (C)

190K (D)

Figure 15. The thermal desorption spectra of high doses of water adsorbed onto calcite. The
sample was cooled to 90 K, dosed with water, and heated at a rate of 35 K/min.
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Further exposing the calcite to higher doses of water causes more features in the
spectra (Figure 15). Peak C becomes more pronounced and the temperature of maximum
desorption increases with increasing coverage. Peaks A and B also generally shift to
higher temperatures with increasing coverage as well which is suggestive of zeroth order
desorption. Increasing the exposure to 15.5 L shows a new peak that forms at
approximately 190 K (labeled D). Peak D shifts to higher temperatures with increasing
coverage which suggests zeroth order. Similar to the NaCl results, this could be a result
from either desorption from the second layer of water or the transition from cubic
crystalline to hexagonal ice.
3.7 TPDS of Water on Graphite
To investigate the water desorption from a hydrophobic surface, water was
desorbed from highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). The desorption spectra of
water from graphite includes two distinguishable states at approximately 124 K and 210
K labeled A and B respectively (Figure 16).
Based on previous studies of water on HOPG, it was shown that water grows by a
cluster growth mechanism with island formation.83, 84, 85
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124 K (A)
210 K (B)

Figure 16. The thermal desorption spectra of low doses of water adsorbed onto graphite. The
sample was cooled to 90 K, dosed with water, and heated at a rate of 35 K/min.

Based on these results, it is possible to assign the peaks in our spectra (Figure 16).
The low-temperature peak is due to weak water –graphite interactions. The high
temperature peak centered at 210 K is possibly due to water-water interactions.
Redhead analysis of these two peaks yields desorption energies of 32.57 kJ/mol
and 56.10 kJ/mol respectively for 1 L. Clemens et al. 86 examined water desorption from
graphite and found a binding energy range of 30.87 to 39.50 kJ/mol for water desorption
from the edges or surface of islands on graphite depending on the sample preparation.
This value matches our calculated desorption energy value for Peak A.
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142 K (A)
137 K (C)

242 K (B)
202 K (D)

Figure 17. The thermal desorption spectra of high doses of water adsorbed onto graphite. The
sample was cooled to 90 K, dosed with water, and heated at a rate of 35 K/min.

As the coverage is increased, both peaks A and B continue to shift to higher
temperatures which indicates zeroth order desorption (Figure 17). At 19 L, peak A
develops a slight shoulder at approximately 136 K which could be the transition from
amorphous solid water to crystalline ice. A feature at 202 K also appears at 19 L and can
be attributed to the transition of cubic crystalline ice to hexagonal ice. Alternatively, it
could also be desorption from the second layer of water. Both Peak C and D shift to
higher temperatures with coverage which is suggestive of zeroth order desorption.
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3.8 Summary and Atmospheric Implications
System

Assignment
Tmax (K)
Edes (kJ/mol)
(Redhead Analysis)
( ) = 1 L)
NaCl
Water interaction
181
50.06
directly with surface
Calcite
Water interaction
175
46.73
directly with surface
Graphite
Water desorption
124
32.57
from water islands on
graphite surface
Table 1: A comparison of the different desorption energies of water from the surfaces used in
this study.
Determining the binding energy of water to these surfaces will provide insight
into ice nucleation. If water has a high affinity for a surface, we expect ice nucleation to
occur at lower supersaturations. While this data is still preliminary, it can provide some
insight into how the surface may act as an ice nucleus. From the TPDS data we obtained
(Table 1), it can be seen that water has the strongest interaction with NaCl. Since water
is bound strongest to NaCl, we would expect NaCl to serve as the best ice nucleus. Many
studies have also shown NaCl to be an efficient ice nucleus.87,88 We also expect graphite
to be the least efficient ice nucleus due to its weak interaction with water. One study had
investigated n-hexane soot, a different hydrophobic surface, and found that the onset for
ice nucleation with n-hexane soot did not differ from the substrate alone.89 Therefore,
graphite is expected to be a poor ice nucleus.
Thin films of water on surfaces can have consequences for heterogeneous
chemistry in the atmosphere.

Since NaCl has the strongest interaction with water,

consequences for heterogeneous chemistry would be more pronounced than for calcite or
graphite systems. Water bound to the surface can alter the chemical reactivity therefore
having a stronger effect for NaCl rather than graphite.
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3.9 Future Directions
Future investigations with temperature programmed desorption include
performing further studies of water desorption from NaCl, calcite, and graphite surfaces.
The current data obtained is preliminary and further trials are necessary. We will
perform exposures less than 0.5 L and increase at 0.5 L increments to help determine how
the desorption profiles change as the coverage increases. This will help determine peak
assignments as well as whether a desorption process is zeroth, first, or second-order.
Performing other types of analysis besides Redhead analysis will also be helpful
in determining activation energy, reaction order, and the frequency factor. Redhead
analysis is a good first approximation but performing full quantitative analysis is
necessary to determine more accurate values.
One useful method, known as the heating variation method, involves varying the
heating rate (β) by more than two orders of magnitude for the same coverage.90 The
temperature at peak maximum (Tp) is determined for each heating rate and ln (β /Tp2) vs.
(1/Tp) is plotted. This should produce a straight line with slope of –Edes/R with the only
assumption that Edes is independent of coverage. If coverage is known, an accurate
frequency factor can be determined. If there are strong adsorbate-adsorbate interactions,
deviations from linearity will be observed in this method.
A complete analysis of TPD spectra, first proposed by King91, involves
determining Edes and ν for each coverage since these two values can depend on coverage.
An arbitrary coverage is chosen ( ’) and points that correspond to this coverage are
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determined for all the TPD curves with coverages greater than ’. This provides a set of
values which are plotted as ln p versus 1/T. Edes can be determined from the slope and
the prefactor from the y-intercept.
Another type of analysis is leading edge analysis.92 This analysis is based off the
logarithmic Polanyi-Wigner equation,
(
( )

)

( )
( )

( )

Equation 5

where p is the pressure, v is the frequency factor, and

is the coverage. With this

analysis, a small section of the spectrum on its leading edge is selected to keep
temperature and coverage constant. Therefore, a plot of ln p versus 1/T will give a
straight line with slope of –Edes/R.

An advantage of this method is that there are few

assumptions. However, the leading edge of a peak may be in a region of low signal to
noise making this analysis difficult.
To explore the effect of water possibly etching the surface, we will continue to
use AFM to determine if water is etching the surface after low exposures (1L) are
desorbed from the sample surface. If significant defects are observed on the surface, this
can explain the shift in temperatures observed in the TPD spectra from day to day.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
4.1 Conclusion
Transmission electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy are
used to investigate the morphology of single and binary component particles comprised
of salt compounds. Understanding the shape of sea salt aerosols in the troposphere is
important as the morphology of particles can have many consequences for heterogeneous
chemistry, optical properties, water uptake, and ice nucleation. A UHV instrument with
mass spectrometry and AFM capabilities was also used to investigate surface properties
of aerosol particles and the adsorbate-substrate interactions using TPDS and AFM.
Evaluating how water adsorbs to the surface will help characterize what substances will
affect water adsorption and ice nucleation in the upper layers of the troposphere.
Increased knowledge of the morphology and surfaces of aerosol particles will lead to a
better understanding of heterogeneous atmospheric processes.
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